Folder No. | Description
---|---
171-177 | Notebook Forty-Four (1952-61) continued: (4/20/58); radio-t.v., "Change" (5/17/58); t.v.-radio, "The Migration of People" (2/1/57); radio-t.v., "Presidential Disability" (2/2/58); radio-t.v., "Right to Work" (5/19/57); "The Worth of One's Days" to National Federation of Republican Women (9/6/56); "The Aswan Dam in Egypt"; "Air Force and Missiles"; "The Situation in Spain"; clipping; radio, "The Federal Budget"; miscellany; untitled outlines; "People and Destiny" (1960); "The New Leadership" (1960); untitled outline.

178-180 | Notebook Forty-Five (1952-62). Contents: remarks regarding a motion to recommit an Interior Department appropriation; remarks to University of Illinois interns (1/3/62); Francis Case memorial tribute; Swedish Day remarks; "In the Long Run, We'll All Be Dead"; "Decade of the Deficits"; t.v.-radio, "The Public Debt"; remarks in Libertyville (7/4/61); Veterans Day remarks, Danville (5/13/56); Independence Day remarks in Champaign (7/4/52); remarks to Danville luncheon clubs; remarks to Republican Conference.

The following are radio-t.v. scripts: "Conflict of Interest in Federal Appointments" (2/3/62); "The Book Nobody Knows" (1/27/62); "The Tortuous Course of a Tax Bill" (4/14/62); "Drugs and Patents" (4/7/62); "The 2nd Session of the 87th Congress" (1/13/62); "Senate Can Be Unpredictable" (8/27/61); final report (9/3/61); "Final Report" (8/28/61); untitled on foreign policy (8/20/61); "After 16 Years What?" (8/6/61); "Berlin and Civil Defense" (7/30/61); "Oceanography—Amazing Bi..." (7/22/61); "Modern Frankenstein or Not?" (7/15/61); "Foreign Relations and Common Honesty" (7/8/61); "Here's Your Bill for the Congo" (7/1/61); "The New Berlin Crisis" (6/18/61); "Thoughts About the Federal Budget" (6/10/61); "Constitutional Amending" (5/27/61); "The Operational Crisis of 1961" (5/20/61); "Intelligence is a Fancy Word for Spying" (5/13/61) and reference; "The Problem of Red China Still With Us" (4/23/61); "The Minority Leader" (4/16/61); "Laos: Little Land, Big Threat" (4/9/61); "The Story of Minimum Wage" (4/2/61); "Peacemanship: The Peace Corps" (3/26/61); "Geography and Feed Grains" (3/18/61); "Luncheon with the President" (3/12/61); untitled on courts (3/14/61); "Some Comment on the Gold Problem" (2/19/61); "The Investigations are Back" (2/5/61); "The Senate and the New Cabinet" (1/29/61); untitled (1/22/61); "Are National Political Conventions on the Way Out?" (1/15/61); "The 87th Congress" (1/8/61).

Other items: "Cuba" (handwritten); clipping; handwritten outline for a general speech; remarks at Swedish Covenant Hospital; remarks to Food Distributors (8/16/55); Melrose Park Hospital Dedication (7/22/62); remarks at St. Nicholas Ukranian Church; remarks at Swedish Old Peoples' Home (7/22/62); remarks to Export Managers' Club; statistics comparing Dirksen's office expenses with Paul Douglas; remarks on 75th anniversary of Swedish Covenant Hospital, Chicago; clipping; partial transcript; "Kennedy Farm Plan"; "Farm Bill."